


We are the sheep of Marsden and to wander is our game,
Through t’ gaps in farmers’ fence and down t' country lane,
We stop to nibble at the verge and drivers we do goad, 
We are the sheep of Marsden and we own the bloody road

Excerpt from Portrait 22. Sheep

Launched in 1992, with the objective of utilising the recently refurbished Mechanics Hall and to 
contribute to the regeneration of the village, Marsden Jazz Festival celebrated its 25th birthday in 
October 2016. 

The Festival committee, with the help of volunteers and the Heritage Lottery, have marked this 
astonishing achievement with a year long project to create 25 digital portraits of outstanding 
contributors to the festival and the village. 

These online portraits, mixing words, music, images and video are now available to view and 
download from the Marsden Jazz Festival website.

One element of the project was to work in partnership with Marsden Junior School to develop a 
school resource pack. This includes a village discovery trail, in brochure form, which takes 
participants around the village to places of historical interest. The trail includes facts and 
photographs that bring Marsden to life and is also available from the Marsden Jazz Festival website.

The Village Trail
"It's been a really fun day following the 
trail, solving the clues and working 
together. I would do it all again"

Amy



"Last year was my first visit to Marsden 
and I loved the setting... the environment 
and friendliness of the festival in particular. 
My abiding memory of the music was 
seeing Arun Ghosh. Their music 
transported me, thrilled me and filled me 
with joy. Unforgetable and beautiful".

"What I felt immediately was the sense of community: it was 
apparent that it was more than just a little festival in a little 
village. It’s a passionate collective of people. I was singing the 
praises of this little festival straight away, it has more love than 
so many of the festivals I play. 

It is a real honour to perform at a festival where the audience 
have passion and have your interests at heart. MJF shows itself 
to have a lot of respect for British artists, and what it does 
particularly well is embrace a wide range of artists, from the 
mainstream to the absolutely avant garde".
Dennis Rollins

Yesterday we went to see 

Nerija in the Mechanics. First 

time to see them, first time to 

see a band at the Mechanics. 

In the front row, there we were, 

seven or eight oldies, all 

enthusiastically nodding our 

grey haired heads in time with 

the grooves laid down by the 

seven women on stage. 

Ace! 
Brill weekend.

Mark

Singapore



Parades along Peel Street are nothing new.

The laying of the Foundation Stone was a major village event. On 
9th June, 1859, a glorious summer’s day, the Stone was laid. The 

celebrations  began with a parade that started outside the New Inn 
on Manchester Road. It moved on to the the Rising Sun located at 

West Slaithwaite, returning along Carrs Road to the Marsden 
Foundry, ending up at the site of the new building. 

“The atmosphere of music in such a nice area and the enjoyment 
of watching people dancing in the rain whilst playing with my 
swing band a song from the jungle book. I really enjoy playing for 
the audience as it makes such a difference when people truly 
appreciate the effort and performance you put on".

“I love playing jazz and really getting into the music while 
performing. I love playing to the crowd and getting ourselves out 
there. I love seeing all the other bands performing, especially the 
younger bands".

We would like to take the opportunity to thank the wide range of volunteers and contributors, over 
200 in all, who have made themselves available to contribute stories, facts, poems and photographs 
or to attend workshops that have enabled this project to take place. Particular thanks to go the 
Friends of Marsden Park  and Marsden History Group who have allowed us to access their photo 
archive and historical research.Thanks also to Donna Heath of "Donna Heath Freelance Design" and 
Bob Lockwood, Digital Designer.

And extra special thanks to Fanny Martin, Creative Producer and Arts Manager at 
"ARTOFFESTIVALS" who has provided direction and support throughout.

“I have been coming to the jazz festival for about 7 years. Firstly, 
as a parent of a player in various bands and over the last two 

years, as a volunteer. There’s nothing greater than coming to a 
local community festival that is so well supported, and has such a 

diversity of music, and the people are great. It’s a lovely village, it’s 
a wonderful atmosphere and I’m going to keep on volunteering for 

as long as I can".
Naeem Siraj

Volunteer Committee member

"My first memory of the jazz festival was seeing Ronnie Scott, I 
don’t know when that was, a long time ago, that was in the 
mechanics and  then every year I was part of the festival playing in 
bands and things like that. It has always been part of the annual 
calendar here and in that, its importance its significance grew as I 
became more and more in the music scene in London."

Tom Challenger, hometown lad

The magnificently restored nineteenth 
century Mechanics Institute

Rising stars get the opportunity to 
play

What does it mean to volunteer at 
the festival?


